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Abstract

Recent studies of animal personality have focused on its proximate causation and ecologi-

cal and evolutionary significance in particular, but the question of its development was

largely overlooked. The attributes of personality are defined as between-individual differ-

ences in behaviour, which are consistent over time (differential consistency) and contexts

(contextual generality) and both can be affected by development. We assessed several can-

didates for personality variables measured in various tests with different contexts over sev-

eral life-stages (juveniles, older juveniles, subadults and adults) in the Northern common

boa. Variables describing foraging/feeding decision and some of the defensive behaviours

expressed as individual average values are highly repeatable and consistent. We found two

main personality axes—one associated with foraging/feeding and the speed of decision, the

other reflecting agonistic behaviour. Intensity of behaviour in the feeding context changes

during development, but the level of agonistic behaviour remains the same. The juveniles

and adults have a similar personality structure, but there is a period of structural change of

behaviour during the second year of life (subadults). These results require a new theoretical

model to explain the selection pressures resulting in this developmental pattern of personal-

ity. We also studied the proximate factors and their relationship to behavioural characteris-

tics. Physiological parameters (heart and breath rate stress response) measured in adults

clustered with variables concerning the agonistic behavioural profile, while no relationship

between the juvenile/adult body size and personality concerning feeding/foraging and the

agonistic behavioural profile was found. Our study suggests that it is important for studies of

personality development to focus on both the structural and differential consistency,

because even though behaviour is differentially consistent, the structure can change.

Introduction

The study of animal personality has recently become a central topic of evolutionary beha-

vioural ecology (reviewed in [1–3]). Attributes of personality, also referred to as a
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temperament or coping style [4], are defined as between-individual differences in behaviour

consistent both over time and contexts [5–7]. According to [3], a context is broadly defined as:

“all of external stimuli surrounding an individual when it expresses a given behaviour”, includ-

ing any stimuli interacting with the animal [8–15] and situation sensu Sih and his colleagues

[6], are currently incorporated in one term. On the other hand, a behavioural syndrome is a

term for a series of correlated behaviours, which reflects the between-individual consistency in

behaviours across two or more situations [6]. Personality can be found both in vertebrates [5]

and invertebrates [16, 17], however, the number of studies dealing with personality of warm-

blooded tetrapods (birds: [18–22] and mammals: [23–26]) highly exceeds the number of those

focused on the cold-blooded ones (amphibians: [27–29]; reptiles: [8, 9, 30–32]). Recently, per-

sonality development over ontogeny is the key question of personality studies describing theo-

retical models as well as their experimental testing [3, 33–36].

Stamps and Groothuis [3] aimed to summarize definitions of key terms used in the study of

animal personality development. Differential consistency (according to [3, 37]) describes how

inter-individual behavioural differences in a single context are maintained over time. We

conceptualize these as repeatability, an important tool in personality studies and one of the

requirements for assessment of personality traits [4], allowing us to compare inter- and intra-

individual variability [38, 39]. Differential consistency (repeatability) thus reflects how individu-

als vary in a particular behaviour at two or multiple points in time, e.g., if they are more/moder-

ately/less explorative in relation to others. In an extensive meta-analysis of various behavioural

tests Bell and her colleagues [2] showed that mean repeatability is about 0.37. We can expect

this value (or even higher) in variables describing various aspects of animal personality. How-

ever, repeatability in ectotherms is reported to be slightly lower than in endotherms (0.24), at

least in laboratory conditions [2].

The second feature of animal personality is the context generality, which is usually mea-

sured as a correlation of different behaviours (from different behavioural tests) or similar

behaviours (e.g., the level of aggressive or defensive behaviour) in different contexts (e.g.,

meeting familiar or new intruders, in the home or neutral arena, etc.). Correlations between

behaviours or various contexts that are stable over time are called structural consistency [3].

The current concept assumes equal importance of contextual and temporal axes of person-

ality [3]. Nevertheless, studies dealing with personality development usually lack comparisons

in several contexts (but see [18, 40–43]). Structural consistency is usually studied through

aspects of boldness [28, 35, 40, 41, 44–48] and/or exploratory behaviour [18, 36, 49]. Some-

times, agonistic behaviour towards a conspecific and its correlation with behaviour in other

contexts is studied as well [40, 44, 48]. Agonistic behaviour and boldness can also be correlated

with various physiological stress markers, such as corticosterone levels or the heart rate

response to stress, which is larger in more aggressive animals [32, 50–52]. The structural con-

sistency is not studied so often in comparison with the differential one. Moreover, long-term

studies of personality covering all important life-stages (new-borns, juveniles, subadults and

adults) with important life-history ontogenetic transitions are almost absent. Recent studies

revealed mixed records of personality consistency throughout the ontogeny. A surprising level

of consistency including metamorphosis has been found in some invertebrates [45, 46] as well

as in lake frogs [28]. Partial inconsistency has been discovered in sticklebacks [40], yellow-

belied marmots [47], and dumpling squids [41]. Moreover, structural and differential consis-

tency are usually studied with a shorter inter-test interval without considering the ontogenetic

change [2, 3, 53].

Behavioural consistency in time as an important assumption of personality is complicated

by the inevitable animal’s ontogeny [37, 44, 54, 55]. The growth and maturation are inherently

connected with changes of behaviour [31, 34, 56, 57]. These may be consistent changes in
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frequency or intensity of individual behaviours that remain relatively consistent with others

[28, 45, 46] or individual changes of correlation among traits [31, 36, 44, 57].

The general aim of this study was to assess whether personality remains stable during the

whole development. We hypothesise that the evolution of personality may be revealed by

examining how proximate and ultimate factors influence the establishment of personality and

its stability or changes during development. We address this question by a detailed description

of both the differential and structural consistency. We have two basic assumptions about how

personality is being shaped: (1) fixation of certain traits combinations is caused by proximate

factors early in development (e.g., stress in the early ontogenetic life-stage [58–61], the initial

body weight and maternal investment ([62, 63], but see [64]), and incubation temperature in

reptiles ([9, 65, 66], but see [67]) and the traits are already associated in the juvenile stage and

this is maintained during development, even though it might be quantitatively different [56];

(2) a structure of fixed traits changes over ontogeny—either through gradual changes in

response to environmental challenges (foraging or predation risk [33]) or as a result of differ-

ent selection pressures on adults and juveniles, favouring a different set of traits in different

life stages [68–70].

As juveniles are confronted with different situations than adults, understanding personality

development is crucial for better comprehension of ultimate and proximate mechanisms

affecting personality [3]. The struggle to survive and reproduce are the main ultimate forces

shaping animal personality traits. In their theoretical model, Wolf and his colleagues [71] dem-

onstrated that evolution of animal personality might be explained by a trade-off between the

current and future reproduction prospect, which leads to a behavioural diversification in pop-

ulations, e.g., in risk-taking behaviour. This model predicts that shy and non-aggressive indi-

viduals should show slower development, delay reproduction, and spread the reproductive

effort for latter stages of ontogeny and die later. On the other hand, bold and aggressive indi-

viduals are characterized by rapid maturation, early age of first reproduction, but earlier death

[72]. Whenever animals face a similar type of trade-off, consequent development of personality

types is expected over the ontogeny. Some species of boas solve a similar trade-off, they change

reproduction according to the individual life expectation [73, 74]; changes in personality are

also possible. Long-living species, such as boid snakes, have more opportunities for optimiza-

tion of their behaviour. This optimization would be more easily observed in K-strategists, who

also provide a longer window of opportunity for thorough testing of personality in consecutive

life-stages from their birth/hatching to the adulthood. A high degree of precociality makes

boas an ideal model group for studies of the ontogenetic personality pattern [73, 75, 76]. In

our long-term study the inter-test intervals were standardized to life history of the studied spe-

cies, the Northern common boa (Boa imperator), to cover the time from birth to sexual matu-

rity of all individuals (more than four years).

Generally, we aimed to assess whether personality remains consistent in snakes during all

important life stages, and to characterise any potential changes in personality we find (see

above for predictions and consequences of theoretical models). If there is even a small change

in personality during ontogeny, we expect to detect a change in the individual differential con-

sistency. As some other longitudinal studies have already shown, personality becomes more

stable during the animal’s lifetime [41, 48, 77]. We suppose that repeatability of the traits mea-

sured in earlier life stages would be lower. The concordance should be subject to a similar

trend, but since it is calculated as a rank order coefficient, which is not as sensitive to changes

in variability as repeatability, the difference between concordances in different life stages

might not be as large as the difference between repeatability coefficients.

Specific aims of this study were to test the effect of age on personality traits and to explore

potential differential and structural consistency. Concretely, we aimed to (1) verify the
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suitability of common personality tests for snakes and repeatability/concordance of the mea-

sured behavioural traits, (2) check the existence of context generality (behavioural syndrome)

to find a correlation between principally different personality tests including a physiological

response (heart and breath rate) to a stress situation. Finally, (3) we assessed the effect of hatch-

ling body weight as a proxy of maternal investment on the personality structure as well as the

effect of adult body weight as a causal factor influencing the adult personality.

Materials and methods

Experimental animals and their maintenance

Thirty captive-bred individuals of the Northern common boa, Boa imperator, Daudin 1803

(for systematic revision see [78]), were used in this study. The juveniles were obtained from

two females, which shared the cage with three males. All individuals were of the second cap-

tive-bred generation, descendants of the founders with known region of origin (Chiapas,

Mexico; for genetic analysis, see [79]). This arrangement made it impossible to discriminate

exactly between the synchronized litters (both females gave births in two days), thus identify

genetically similar individuals from the same litter. We sexed the snakes using a cloaca probing

during the 5th and 13th month of age. Fourteen females and sixteen males were included in

this study.

The Norther common boa is a live-bearing ectotherm species with embryos developing

inside the mother’s body [80]. Pregnant females (mothers of experimental subjects) were

housed in a breeding room with temperature varied from 26.5 to 31˚C during January to June.

Hotter basking sites (up to 44˚C) were available because females tend to increase and stabilize

body temperature in available temperature gradient during pregnancy [81]. However, embryos

inside the snake body are developing in slightly different temperature gradient, which in

another oviparous reptile species influences personality [9, 65, 66]. Young snakes were housed

in a different room with temperature ranging between 28 to 30˚C.

The snakes were housed individually in plastic boxes (first month, 50x30x25 cm) or glass

cages (70x50x50; 130x120x100 cm), corresponding to the animal size under the standard con-

ditions. They were regularly weighed (every week during the first year of life, less frequently

later) and fed by laboratory mice or chicken with respect to their size (for details of both, see

below). The water was provided ad libitum (for details, see [73]).

All the feeding experiments were conducted right before, or alternatively to regular feeding

events. The relative total mass of the offered prey mostly represented 10–20% of the weight

of the particular snake (5–25%). The feeding regime corresponded with the life stage and

depended on the snake’s size and age; see below. No tests (except routine feeding trials) took

place during the same day.

This study was approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the

Charles University, Faculty of Science (Permit Number: 24773/2011-10001). The experiments

were performed in accordance with the Czech law implementing all corresponding European

Union regulations. All handling with snakes was carried out considerately to minimize

suffering.

Definition of life stages and feeding regime during the study

To detect potential changes in behavioural traits accompanying rapid growth during the first

two years [82], we set regular tests for assessment of feeding or defensive behaviours within

half year periods during the first two years. As the body growth slows down at the age of two

years, we adopted one-year periods for these tests up to the age of four. Furthermore, various

additional personality tests were conducted throughout ontogeny in selected life stages to
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better describe personality axes, i.e., boldness, exploration, and activity [4, 24]. According to

the feeding regime, prey type and growth rate, we divided four years of the study into five life

stages and six feeding blocks (A—E), bordered as follows: 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 3 and 4 years of age (for

the timeline, see Fig 1). As the time frame for snakes can be substantially different from those

used by human experimenters, the life stages can be defined also in terms attributed to the

snake life cycle.

The first block (life stage A, first six months of life) can be characterized as neonates. It

includes weeks shortly after the birth, when the neonates gradually started to feed on mouse

pups. When the snakes started to feed regularly, we routinely offered them small mice, but sev-

eral reluctant feeders sometimes continued to accept only mouse or rat pups. All the thirty

snakes accepted mice after three months of age. The feeding regime was one mouse per one,

two, or three weeks.

The life stage B (0.5–1 year) corresponds with the younger juvenile phase. The animals

were fed on mice and consumed practically all the offered prey, which corresponded with

accelerated growth rate.

In older juveniles (life stage C, 1–2 years), the growth started to slow down. In addition, a

transition from mice to chicken as a regular prey took place at 1.5 year and the effect of prey

transition on feeding behaviour was checked. Thus, we split this life stage into two feeding

blocks (C1 from 1 up to 1.5, C2 from 1.5 up to 2 years).

Fig 1. Timeline summarizing the whole experiment. A time table of particular tests administration at defined lifestages/feeding blocks. The life

stages were adjusted to life history of the studied species (the Northern common boa, Boa imperator) to cover the time from birth to reaching sexual

maturity of all individuals (more than four years).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0177911.g001
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The next life stage, D (2–3 years), represented mainly subadult animals, but some individu-

als attained sexual maturity at the end of this period (3 years). At the end of life stage E (3–4

years), most of the individuals became sexually mature. In life stage F (4 years and more), all

the animals were sexually mature, but still growing.

Contexts of behaviour

Foraging and feeding context. The foraging and feeding behaviour (type and size of prey

that is typically accepted) is one of the most prominent behavioural features in the life of a

snake that may change during ontogeny [83]. On the other hand, some species show heritabil-

ity of the feeding behaviour [84]. Boa imperator is an ambush predator, using a sit-and-wait

strategy to capture the prey [80, 85]. Webb and his colleagues [86] discovered in other snake

species that ambush foragers display slow life history (slower growth, later maturation) and

their juveniles survive better. Also, to test the existence of the behavioural syndrome in Yuca-

tan banded geckos (Coleonyx elegans), the authors used the feeding situation as a proxy of

non-stressful situation, which motivates positively the activity of animals in familiar environ-

ment [65]. Thus, for all the above-mentioned reasons, we examined different variables repre-

senting important traits related to the foraging and feeding behaviour. Not only are these

variables inherently connected to growth and ontogeny, but also present an important candi-

date for the assessment of personality traits.

Feeding trials. Snakes were regularly fed with laboratory mice or chicken (average mass

19.361 vs. 42.032 g, respectively) with respect to their size in regular intervals. All snakes were

fed simultaneously at one day (see Fig 1). In two trials, we measured the catch latency of famil-

iar prey. We also calculated the proportion of successful feeding trials (Prey acceptance) and

an average score of catch latency (Index of catch latency). For more detailed definitions of the

variables, see S1 File.

Boldness in novel prey context. Snakes are specialised predators hunting for big-bod-

ied, but rarely encountered prey. Prey items regularly consumed by these cold-blooded pred-

ators are extremely large compared to their own body size (e.g., Thamnophis sirtalis accepts

food representing 50% of their body size [87]). Considering that snakes are energy-savers

minimizing their metabolic expenditures, such prey items are extremely valuable from the

perspective of the utilised energy and metabolism. On the other hand, each foraging event is

inevitably associated with considerable risks of injury or even death. It is because the snakes

readily prey upon animals whose size approaches the upper limits of safe killing, swallowing

and/or digesting [88, 89]. The decisions to hunt and/or consume a prey is thus of crucial

importance for these animals and should be under a strong pressure of natural selection.

Thus, bold-shy personality axis associated with foraging decisions can be reasonably expected

in snakes.

Novel prey test. A novel prey is defined as a prey that was offered to a snake for the first

time. The first prey after birth (a mouse pup) was also classified as a novel prey. Routine feed-

ing with a familiar prey was replaced several times by offering an unfamiliar prey. Prior each

experiment, the snakes were left undisturbed for about twenty minutes. (For details, see Fig 1,

Table 1 and S1 File). A non-living prey (dead chicken, chicken neck, dead spiny mouse) was

offered using long tweezers. If the snake did not show predatory behaviour during the first

minute of food offering, the prey was left on the floor of the cage. We filmed these trials for 24

hours. We analysed the data about catch latencies of novel prey separately with respect to the

development (the first experiments with juveniles were excluded) and/or according to the type

of novel prey (live and dead), because it can have a great impact on feeding behaviour of the

snakes [90].
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Table 1. Summary of the behavioural tests used in this study of Boa constrictor.

Contexts Behavioural

tests

Repetition/

Blocks

Dependent variables Variable type Transformation

Foraging/

feeding

Feeding trials 9–23 trials/block Prey acceptance Percentage Arcsin

6 block

repetitions

Proportion of successful trials per block

9–23 trials/block Index of catch latency Ordinal categories reflecting prey

catching speed

Log

6 block

repetitions

Average of speed categories per block (1) until 3 s, (2) until 15 s, (3) until 1

hour, (4) within a day

2 trials Catch latency familiar Latency (s) Ln

Catching latency of familiar prey

Boldness Novel prey test 5 trials Catch latency novel Latency (s) Ln

Catching latency of novel prey

3 trials Capture success novel Presence/absence -

Catching latency of novel prey within 20 minutes

Catch latency of novel live prey Latency (s) Ln

Catching latency of novel live prey (pup, mouse, chicken,

spiny mouse)

Catch latency of novel dead prey Latency (s) Ln

Catching latency of novel dead prey (dead chicken, dead

spiny mouse, chicken neck)

Exploration Open field test 4 trials Movement latency Latency (s) Ln

Latency to start movement in open field (forced

exploration)

Time to leave the area of arena Duration (s) Ln

Activity test A 1 trial Percentage of movement familiar Percentage Arcsin

Proportion of movement in familiar environment for 24

hours

Activity test B 1 trial Percentage of movement Percentage Arcsin

Proportion of movement in novel environment for 20 hours

Agonistic Handling test 3–23 trials/ block Index of defensive behaviour during handling Presence/absence Ln

6 block

repetitions

Hiss, attack, bite

Reactivity test 3 trials Number of tongue flicking Quantity Square root

As a response to nudging stimulus

Movement Presence/absence -

Movement as a response to nudging stimulus

Restraint test 5 trials Occurrence of defensive behaviour Presence/absence -

As a response to forced immobility (hiss, attack, bite)

Stress response

test

2 trials Heart rate resting and stress I Number of heart beats Ln

Before (resting) and after (stress) holding in hand head

down as a stressful stimulus

Breath rate resting and stress II Number of breaths Ln

Before (resting) and after (stress) holding in hand head

down as a stressful stimulus

Heart rate stress response Number of heart beats -

Difference between maximal (stress) and minimal

(resting) heart beats

Breath rate stress response Number of breaths -

Difference between maximal (stress) and minimal

(resting) breath rate

The table presents a number of repetitions per block, explanation of the dependent variables, type of the variables and their transformation

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0177911.t001
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We measured the latency to catch novel prey (Catch latency novel prey) and we also created

a binary variable Capture success novel, which reflected whether or not the snake caught the

prey in 20 minutes after introducing the novel prey. For more detailed definitions of the vari-

ables, see S1 File.

Context of exploration. Testing exploratory behaviour in novel environment (usually

using by some variant of the open field) face several problems, because it is inherently con-

nected with the activity of animals. However, in this situation many researchers claim that the

tests measure emotional aspect of this behaviour (anxiety), especially in rodents [91], rather

than exploratory tendencies. The open field was originally designed for rodents as a test of

emotionality. It is based on placing the subject in a novel environment and measuring the ele-

ments of behaviour [92, 93]. Because of its relatively simple methodology, it has been used as a

standard protocol measuring the exploratory behaviour in different animals. It has been used

for lizards (Zootoca vivivipara [74]) and also for snakes (Thamnophis melanogaster, T. sirtalis,
T. butleri [76] and T. radix [94]). Mayer and his colleagues [62] use the initiation of activity

(emergence from a shelter in a novel arena) as a boldness measurement in hatchlings of the

snake Tropidonophis mairii. The results from Chiszar and his colleagues [94] revealed that in

the open field we can measure both, but we should differentiate between the free (voluntary

emergence from the shelter) and forced (putting the animal into the arena without a shelter by

hand) variant of the open field test.

Open field test. We adopted the general method of testing from Herzog and Burghardt

[76], who successfully tested several species of the genus Thamnophis in an open field test

(forced exploration assay). The arena consisted of a circle (with the diameter of 112 centi-

metres), marked on a floor of an unfamiliar room. The space was temperature-controlled

(28˚C). The experiment started by a gentle placement of a snake into the centre of the arena

and ended when the animal’s head crossed the border of the circle. The arena was washed

(water and detergent) and deodorized (ethanol) before the next trial. The Open field test run

in two sessions (marked here as 1 and 2)—the first one conducted at the age of 371 days, the

second 24 days later; both sessions consisted of two trials following immediately after another.

Thus, each individual participated in four trials (see Fig 1, Table 1, S1 File). We measured the

latency to start moving after placing the snake in the arena and the latency to leave the arena.

Activity test in home and novel cage. The activity test was performed in a home and novel

cage. The overall activity was evaluated from a video record. We used infrared sensitive camera

and infrared reflector for recording during the dark phase of the day as well as during the day

(we didn’t change the camera). Activity level in the home cage was recorded continuously for

24 hours. Recording of the activity inside the novel cage started by putting the snake gently

into the cage. The recording had been running a shorter time (20 hours; from 3 p. m. to 10 a.

m.), because the snakes were largely inactive during the light phase of the day. We have mea-

sured the percentage of active movement during the recording (variable Percentage of move-

ment, for the detailed methodology see S1 File).

Agonistic behaviour context. The individual levels of agonistic behaviour can be assessed

as: 1) the aggressiveness in within-species interactions (in geckos Teratoscincus scincus, T. key-
serlingii [95], skink Liopholis whitii [31]) or using the shelter with the odour of conspecific (liz-

ard Zootoca vivipara [8, 74, 96], here it is called also sociability); 2) the reaction to a simulated

predator attack (in lizard Lacerta monticola, [97], in snakes various species of the genus Tham-
nophis [76, 84, 87, 98–100]). For the Northern common boa, the aggressive behaviour during

interspecific interactions has not been reported in the literature so far, and we have never

observed it in captivity. The only possible way for testing agonistic behaviour is to set up the

experiments in antipredatory context. For that purpose, we designed three tests simulating a

predator attack with increasing intensity: Reactivity test <Handling test < Restraint test. The
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test with medium intensity of predatory attack, the Handling test, was regularly used during

the whole study to capture the potential development of agonistic behaviour (see Fig 1,

Table 1, S1 File).

Reactivity test. A test simulating a non-specific predator attack [70, 84] was modified to

be applicable to the boid snakes. The snakes were placed into a testing box sized either

15.5×15.5×11 cm (length, width, and height) or 30×17×14 cm (accordingly to the body size of

the animal) and then they were left alone to adapt before the procedure. A black rounded con-

tainer 54 × 32 cm (diameter and height) served as the testing arena. After a three hours’ accli-

mation period, the testing box was placed into the arena and the lid was slowly removed. The

trial started by using the first stimulus—touch by a stick with rounded tip from a random

direction in the first third of the body. We avoided touching the head (severe threat). The

interval between the stimuli was 1 sec., each snake obtained ten stimuli, so the whole proce-

dure lasted about 10 s. No handling occurred during this test.

All the trials were videotaped. We recorded the occurrence of any locomotor activity

(Movement) and counted the number of tongue flicks (Tongue flicking). The defensive behav-

iour was so rare that we excluded it from the analysis. The Reactivity test was repeated three

times: first several days after the birth, and then in one and two years of age (see Fig 1, Table 1,

S1 File).

Handling test. Any manipulation with an animal by hand can be considered as a handling

test. We had been routinely handling the snakes for the purposes of weighing and/or moving

to another cage (for a number of handling tests in particular life stages see Fig 1). Weighing

consisted of picking up the snake by hand, putting it into a box used for weighing and after

that, taking the snake in hands again and returning it into the home cage. Such manipulation

lasted for the shortest possible time, the snake was handled very gently and calmly and was not

restrained or provoked to any action. The handling procedure was usually carried out by the

same person (OS). The long-term monitoring of defensive behaviour refers to an occurrence

of any type of the defensive behaviour during any handling trial in a particular block and is cal-

culated as an Index of defensive behaviour per a block, similarly as the Prey acceptance (Table 1,

Fig 1, S1 File).

Restraint test. Any manipulation, during which a snake is forced to stay motionless in a

determined position can be considered a restraint test [101]. This fits to a situation during

photographing and measuring in standard positions. These procedures required a transfer of

the snake to an unfamiliar space and assistance of people, with whom the snake was not famil-

iar. We focused on the defensive behaviour during this test. The Restraint tests were performed

after the birth (0–2 days of age) and in one (373 days), two (800 days), three (1243 days) and

four years of age (1578 days), see the Fig 1.

Stress response test. Because boid snakes are mostly passive animals, the observed inactivity

or immobility may be misinterpreted as a resting state. Physiological traits are often used as

correlates of personality, which can have substantial importance in the case of such inactive

animals. Stress response test was designed for the detection of the reaction to stress using phys-

iological values (cardio-respiratory parameters) not necessarily linked to an easily observable

locomotion. We generally followed the rule for this test with respect to the physiology of ecto-

therms [102] and adapted them for measuring stress response in the Northern common boa as

follows.

The animals were held on the knees of one of the experimenters during the measurements

and gently restricted by hands. Both breathing and heartbeats were recorded simultaneously

for three minutes and then, after one minute of more stressing activity (the animal was held in

hand head down, provoked to move), it was measured once again for more three minutes. The

first measurement started immediately after removing the animal out of a cage (the rates
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presumably closest to the resting values); only in several extremely reactive animals, we had to

wait until they calmed down. We repeated the same procedure after three months (11 weeks)

during the same time of the day and under the same temperature conditions (from 25.6 to

26.7˚C). We obtained twelve minutes of usable records for each individual at total, six minutes

before the forced activity (initial values) and six minutes after (stress values). For a summary of

variables derived from the Stress response test, see Table 1 and S1 File.

Methods of statistical testing

Differential consistency. Repeatability. We calculated repeatability as a measure of the

differential consistency and to assess whether the individual’s variance of behaviour was signif-

icantly smaller than the overall variance of our sample. In other words, whether the animals

are consistently different from each other. Kendall’s coefficient of concordance (W) can also

be conducted to assess the agreement across the repeats of the test, but repeatability provides

us with stricter criteria than the Kendall’s W, which only uses the rank order, while repeatabil-

ity compares the intra- and inter-individual variability. Repeatability was calculated according

to the methods described in Nakagawa and Schielzeth [39]. We used untransformed data in

most of the variables for the calculation to ensure unchanged variation [103] during the analy-

ses, which we conducted using the rptR package in R [104]. We used a GLMM model (com-

mand rpt.poisGLMM.multi) to analyse the repeatability of for count data (e.g., the latency,

heart and breath rate data) and GLMM model for binary data (command rpt.binomGLMM.

multi). When the data were neither count nor binary, we used their transformed forms in a

LMM model (method REML, command rpt.remlLMM). Table 2 gives a more detailed over-

view of the methods and S2 Table contains the source data.

Consistency across life stages. Repeatability provided us with the comparison of intra- and

inter-individual variability, however it does not provide direct information about the changes

in the rank order of the animals. A rank order correlation coefficient can help us assess if the

behaviour is stable across life stages or if the relative intensity of the behaviour (when com-

pared to other subjects) significantly changes. For this purpose, we applied the Kendall’s

coefficient of concordance (W), which is a non-parametric test enabling us to calculate the dif-

ference between rank orders extracted from multiple repeats (Statistica Help). Because there

were reasons to expect the behaviour during the first year of life to be different (as mentioned

in Introduction), we also applied the Kendall’s coefficient of concordance to the data excluding

the first year.

Development of selected personality traits. We analysed the effect of the stage of life, sex

and individuality with the mixed-effects models. For the data with normal distribution (Prey

acceptance, which was square-root arcsin transformed; Index of catch latency, log trans-

formed) we used the marginal model (gls function under nlme package in R, exchangeable

correlation structure) with the life stage and sex as a fixed effect and the individual as a random

effect.

For the binary data (Capture success novel, Movement, Occurrence of defensive behaviour

and Index of defensive behaviour), we employed statistical models accounting for repeated

testing of the same individual as implemented in the geeglm package under the R-environment

(R-project) with the individuality of the snake as a random effect. For Tongue flicking in Reac-

tivity test, we used the generalized marginal model for Poisson data (glm function in R) with

the individual as a fixed effect.

Context generality as correlation structure among set of tests at one life stage. To identify

the multivariate axes in life stages A, C1, D, and E, we used the Principal Component Analysis

(PCA) in Statistica, version 6 [105] that also allowed us to extract more exact individual scores
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Table 2. Review of results and statistical methods employed in the present study of the Northern common boa.

Behavioural

tests

Dependent

variables

Context Between-trial

interval

Function Statistical

package and

approach

Repeatability

(R)

Confidence

intervals 95%

(CI)

Statistical

significance (P)

Feeding trials Prey acceptance F weeks (mean

18 days)

remlLMM R, REML

method

0.113 0–0.25 0.014

Index of catch

latency

F weeks (mean

18 days)

remlLMM R, REML

method

0.408 0.23–0.56 <0.001

Catch latency

familiar

F weeks (21

days)

remlLMM R, REML

method

0.626 0.33–0.80 <0.001

Novel prey test Catch latency

novel (all prey

togethera)

B weeks—

months (mean

161 days)

pois.GLMM.

multi

R, PQL method,

loglink

NS NS NS

Capture success

novel

B months (mean

402 days)

binom.GLMM R, PQL method,

logitlink

NS NS NS

Catch latency

novel (live preya)

B months (308

days)

pois.GLMM.

multi

R, PQL method,

loglink

NS NS NS

Catch latency

novel (dead prey)

B weeks (mean

33 days)

pois.GLMM.

multi

R, PQL method,

loglink

NS NS NS

Open field test Movement latency

(all trials)

E 24 days pois.GLMM.

multi

R, PQL method,

loglink

0.306 0.14–0.54 0.001

Movement latency

(1a and 1b)

E 10 minutes pois.GLMM.

multi

R, PQL method,

loglink

0.517 0.31–0.77 0.007

Movement latency

(2a and 2b)

E 10 minutes pois.GLMM.

multi

R, PQL method,

loglink

NS NS NS

Time to leave the

area of arena (all

trials)

E 24 days pois.GLMM.

multi

R, PQL method,

loglink

0.12 0–0.316 0.077

Time to leave the

area of arena (1a

and 1b)

E 10 minutes pois.GLMM.

multi

R, PQL method,

loglink

0.401 0.06–0.68 0.007

Time to leave the

area of arena (2a

and 2b)

E 10 minutes pois.GLMM.

multi

R, PQL method,

loglink

0.388 0.15–0.69 0.068

Activity test Percentage of

movement

E one month remlLMM R, REML

method

NS NS NS

Handling test Index of defensive

behaviour

A weeks (mean

23 days)

binom.GLMM R, PQL method,

logitlink

0.385 0.12–0.57 0.001

Reactivity test Tongue flicking A months (mean

374 days)

GLMM.multi R, PQL method,

loglink

0.165 0–0.39 0.046

Movement A months (mean

374 days)

GLMM.add MCMC method NS NS NS

Restraint test Occurrence of

defensive

behaviour

A months (mean

394 days)

binomGLMM.

multi

R, PQL method,

logitlink

NS NS NS

Stress

response test

Heart rate within

the test I (resting)

A 3 minutes GLMM.multi R, PQL method,

loglink

0.776 0.35–0.75 0.001

Heart rate within

the test II (resting)

A 3 minutes GLMM.multi R, PQL method,

loglink

0.849 0.46–0.80 0.001

Heart rate within

the test I (stress)

A 3 minutes GLMM.multi R, PQL method,

loglink

0.704 0.17–0.63 0.001

Heart rate within

the test II (stress)

A 3 minutes GLMM.multi R, PQL method,

loglink

0.562 0.0–0.38 0.001

Breath rate within

the test I (resting)

A 3 minutes GLMM.multi R, PQL method,

loglink

0.747 0.57–0.88 0.001

(Continued )
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for each principal component (for source data see S2 Table). We applied PCA analysis on the

set of tests (the Feeding trials, Handling test, Restraint test, Reactivity test and Novel prey tests)

conducted at one life stage to calculate context generality. A reduced set of tests was also con-

ducted for adults (the life stage E), where the Reactivity and Novel prey tests were not included.

As the same (similar in the case of E) set of tests was replicated four times (life stages A, C1, D,

E), we calculated four independent PCA analyses. Two or three main factors were extracted.

The number of principal components retained for the analysis was based on eigenvalues >1, a

scree plot, the amount of variation explained by the factor and the interpretability [31, 106].

The first aim was to compare whether the extracted multivariate axes were related to a specific

set of variables measured in different tests (test of contextual generality). As the PCA is mainly

explorative statistical method, we confirmed the relationship among variables measured in

different tests (different context, e.g., the Feeding trials and the Open field) that were highly

correlated among particular multivariate axes. The Spearman’s correlation tests were used

because some of our raw behavioural data were slightly skewed (for PCA were normalized, see

Table 1).

Further, we examined whether the combination of variables contributing to the particular

multivariate axes (PC1, PC2 and PC3) (behavioural profile) remained the same or not in

these particular axes calculated for each life stage (PCA for stages A, C1, D, and (E)). We

explored whether the correlations between the behavioural profile and the multivariate axes

were qualitatively constant across the life stages (structural consistency), or if there was an

Table 2. (Continued)

Behavioural

tests

Dependent

variables

Context Between-trial

interval

Function Statistical

package and

approach

Repeatability

(R)

Confidence

intervals 95%

(CI)

Statistical

significance (P)

Breath rate within

the test II (resting)

A 3 minutes GLMM.multi R, PQL method,

loglink

0.889 0.79–0.95 0.001

Breath rate within

the test I (stress)

A 3 minutes GLMM.multi R, PQL method,

loglink

0.756 0.58–0.86 0.001

Breath rate within

the test II (stress)

A 3 minutes GLMM.multi R, PQL method,

loglink

0.643 0.44–0.78 0.001

Heart rate between

the tests I vs II

(resting)

A 10 minutes GLMM.multi R, PQL method,

loglink

0.525 0.33–0.66 0.001

Heart rate between

the tests I vs II

(stress)

A 10 minutes GLMM.multi R, PQL method,

loglink

0.588 0.19–0.54 0.001

Breath rate

between the tests I

vs II (resting)

A 10 minutes GLMM.multi R, PQL method,

loglink

0.621 0.42–0.76 0.001

Breath rate

between the tests I

vs II (stress)

A 10 minutes GLMM.multi R, PQL method,

loglink

0.501 0.31–0.65 0.001

Heart rate stress

response

A 3 months pois.GLMM.

multi

R, PQL method,

loglink

0.303 0–0.60 0.029

Breath rate stress

response

A 3 months pois.GLMM.

multi

R, PQL method,

loglink

0.482 0.15–0.75 0.001

The type of models, procedures and software are provided for each analysis. Abbreviations of contexts: (F) Foraging/feeding context, (B) Boldness in novel

prey context, (E) Context of exploration, (A) Agonistic behaviour context. N.S. indicates non-significant results.
a The analyses were conducted without the first feeding (pup).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0177911.t002
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apparent change in the correlational matrix related to the developmental process (also, see

below).

Context generality and structural consistency. Our first approach to reveal the structural

consistency was checking the mutual correspondence of the scores derived from multivariate

axis from PCAs of the same set of behaviours in selected life stages (A, C1, D, (E see above)).

Moreover, we checked whether there was an apparent change in the correlational matrix

related to the developmental process. We used Pearson’s correlation coefficient to assess the

correlation between the PCA scores for the individuals in particular life stages in A, B, C, D, E.

We adopted this approach to illustrate the potential for structural consistency of personality in

snakes, which needs proper testing in the future. The limitation of the Pearson’s r is that the

levels of significance of such tests are questionable because multiple testing can lead to artifi-

cially “significant” results (see also [9]), but the relationship among multivariate axes across

tests and across life stages is more clear. Moreover, Pearson’s r and p—values provide impor-

tant basic information about the patterns of covariation among multivariate axes derived in

separate life stages.

The second approach was to determine the mutual correspondence of all the conducted

tests across all life stages. We employed the factor analysis in Statistica software with principal

axis method of factor extraction to assess the main axes behind the overall behavioural variabil-

ity. Furthermore, we analysed the same data using cluster analysis (Ward’s method using Pear-

son’s r) to assess the relationship between variables associated with one axis across all life

stages.

Body weight as a proximate factor involving personality. We used individual factor

scores for Factor 1, Factor 2 and Factor 3 to test the influence of body size on the correlational

structure of behaviours across all life stages (source data in S3 Table). The Pearson’s r was used

to assess the correlation between the individual factor scores and snakes’ body weight at birth

(initial) and at four years (final).

Results

Differential consistency

Foraging and feeding context. In this context, all variables (Prey acceptance, Catch

latency of familiar prey, Index of catch latency) showed significant repeatability. Prey accep-

tance and Index of catch latency both had significant concordance across life stages

(W = 0.367 and W = 0.386, respectively), however after excluding the first year, the concor-

dance of Prey acceptance was no longer significant. For the estimates of repeatability, see

Table 2, for the Kendall’s coefficient of concordance, see S1 Table. Both Prey acceptance and

Index of catch latency were measured in multiple life stages, therefore we also analysed the

development of these traits with a marginal model (gls function in R, life stage and sex as a

fixed effect, identity of the individual as a random effect). Prey acceptance was square root arc-

sin transformed. The life stage had a significant effect (F = 18, p = 0.0001), but the sex did not

(p = 0.417). All the life stages (B-E) were significantly different from the first life stage (Fig 2).

Index of catch latency was log-transformed. The effect of life stages was significant (F = 17;

p< 0.001), the sex was not (p = 0.644). The stages C1 and D significantly differed from the

first stage (A).

Boldness in novel prey context. Boldness was represented by novel prey trials and mostly

by measures of catch latency of novel prey. None of the variables had significant repeatability,

however they all had good concordance (ranging from W = 0.229 to W = 0.566). For the esti-

mates of repeatability, see Table 2, for the Kendall’s coefficient of concordance, see S1 Table.

We have tested the effect of three life stages A, C and D and sex on Capture success of novel
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prey. We employed statistical models accounting for repeated testing of the same individual as

implemented in the geeglm package under the R-environment with the snake’s individuality

as a random effect. The effect of life stage was significant (Residual deviance = 15771,

p< 0.0001), the effect of sex was not. Life stage D was significantly different from life stage A.

Context of exploration. The variable Time to leave the arena from open field test mostly

had significant both repeatability and concordance (r = 0.306; W = 0.232). The variable Move-

ment latency had significant repeatability and concordance overall, however when comparing

only the two trials performed in the same day, the concordance was not significant and repeat-

ability was significant only in the first session (1a and 1b, r = 0.517). The activity test didn’t

show significant repeatability, but the concordance was significant. These tests were not con-

ducted in different life stages; therefore, we could not test the effect of development on these

traits. For the estimates of repeatability, see Table 2, for the Kendall’s coefficient of concor-

dance, see S1 Table.

Agonistic behaviour context. Most of the variables measured in this context were repeat-

able, but the concordance was not significant in most cases. The best repeatability and concor-

dance were found in variables from the Stress response test, while the Restraint test show

Fig 2. Development of Prey acceptance. Development of variable Prey acceptance measured in the

Feeding trials, calculated as an index from regular feeding trials conducted during the whole experiment in six

life stages A (0–0.5 years), B (0.5-1years), C1 (1–1.5 years), C2 (1.5–2 years), D (2–3 years) and E (3–4

years). The Prey acceptance in early development is significantly different from the subsequent life stages,

yet this behaviour is significantly repeatable (R = 0.113, p = 0.014) and fairly consistent as revealed by

Kendal’s test (Kendal’s W = 0.367).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0177911.g002
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neither significant repeatability, nor significant concordance. For the estimates of repeatability,

see Table 2, for the Kendall’s coefficient of concordance, see S1 Table. Handling, Reactivity

and Restraint tests were all performed across different life stages and therefore we could ana-

lyse the effect of development. We employed a generalized marginal model (geeglm function

in R for binomial data) with the life stage and sex as fixed factors and the individual as a ran-

dom effect.

In the Reactivity test, neither the effect of life stage nor sex was significant. The model for

the second variable in the Reactivity test (Tongue flicking) was calculated as a generalized mar-

ginal model (glm function in R for Poisson data) with the sex, life stage and individual as fixed

effects. Individuality was the only significant factor (Residual deviance = 149, p< 0.0001).

In the Handling test, we measured the Index of defensive behaviour in six life stages (A- E).

We adopted the same models we had already used for the occurrence of Movement in the

Reactivity test. Neither the effect of sex nor life stage were significant.

In the Restraint test, we tested the Occurrence of defensive behaviour with the same models

already used for the Movement in the Reactivity test. Neither the sex, nor life stage A, C, D, E

and F were significant.

Context generality

Context generality as a correlation structure among the set of tests at one life stage. In

juveniles, the first axis (PC1A) was associated with variables from agonistic context (Index

of defensive behaviour and Occurrence of defensive behaviour). These two variables (raw

data) from different tests were also positively correlated (Spearman’s coefficient, r = 0.484,

p = 0.007). The variable from feeding/foraging context (Prey acceptance) was associated with

this axis only slightly (for loadings see Table 3). The second axis (PC2A) was also associated

with agonistic context (Movement and Tongue flicking). The third axis (PC3A) was related to

feeding behaviour (Prey acceptance and Catch latency novel). These two variables (raw data)

from different tests correlated negatively (Spearman’s coefficient, r = -0.498, p = 0.005), thus,

the juveniles that frequently accepted familiar prey also had short latencies in the Novel prey

test (for a visualization of individual ranks ordered see Fig 3).

In older juveniles, the first axis (PC1C1) correlated with a mix of variables related either to

agonistic behaviour or to the feeding/foraging context. First axis was also negatively correlated

Table 3. Principal component analysis (PCA) of behavioural data across the life stages.

Loadings Life stage A Lige stage C1 Life stage D Life stage E

PC1 PC2 PC3 PC1 PC2 PC3 PC1 PC2 PC1 PC2

Prey acceptance 0.375 -0.153 -0.749 0.776 -0.284 0.042 0.601 -0.329 -0.131 -0.836

Index of catch latency 0.209 0.335 0.416 -0.463 0.672 -0.012 -0.719 0.284 -0.336 0.685

Catch latency novel -0.011 -0.142 0.811 -0.873 0.101 0.021 -0.631 0.074

Index of defensive behaviour 0.853 0.218 0.069 0.648 0.492 0.071 -0.028 -0.899 0.879 0.135

Movement -0.041 -0.807 0.166 0.014 -0.834 0.080 0.872 0.141

Tongue flicking 0.011 0.749 0.193 0.174 0.085 -0.823 0.582 0.010

Occurrence of defensive behaviour 0.824 -0.095 -0.193 0.215 0.012 0.772 0.159 -0.816 0.767 -0.400

Variance explained 1.593 1.426 1.499 2.076 1.488 1.288 2.402 1.688 1.490 1.346

Percentage explained 26.537 22.760 15.251 31.657 19.995 17.670 37.139 21.288 43.388 27.509

Eigenvalue 1.8576 1.5932 1.0675 2.216 1.3996 1.2369 2.5997 1.4902 1.7355 1.1003

The loadings of the variables included in PCA analyses conducted separately for each life stage: A (0–0.5 years), C1 (1–1.5 years), D (2–3 years) and E (3–

4 years). Variable loadings larger than 0.5 are bold.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0177911.t003
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with behaviour reflecting boldness (Catch latency novel). The raw behaviours measured in the

Feeding trials (Prey acceptance) correlated negatively with speed of hunting measured in the

same tests (Index of catch latency, Spearman’s coefficient, r = -0.375, p = 0.0041), and the

Novel prey test (Catch latency of novel prey (chicken), Spearman’s coefficient, r = -0.68,

p< 0.0001). The second axis (PC2C1) was again consisted of a mixture of agonistic behaviours

(Movement, Index of defensive behaviour) and one parameter of the feeding behaviour (Index

of catch latency). In other words, animals that were highly moving in the Reactivity tests were

those with low scores of agonistic behaviours in the Handling test and with longer hesitation

to attack the prey in the Feeding trials. However, there was no significant Spearman correla-

tion among these variables when calculated as raw data. The third axis also consisted of agonis-

tic behaviours (for loadings see Table 3).

In subadults, the first axis correlated with parameters measured in several contexts (Prey

acceptance, Index of catch latency, Catch latency novel, Movement and Tongue flicking; for

loadings see Table 3). For a correlation of individual ranks ordered according to the two traits

(Prey acceptance and Catch latency) see Fig 4. The raw data about Prey acceptance from the

Feeding trials are slightly correlated with those from the Reactivity test (Tongue flicking; only

on p level 0.1, Spearman’s coefficient, r = -0.302, p < 0.1 and Movement, Spearman’s coeffi-

cient, r = 0.381, p = 0.038). Furthermore, two different behavioural variables (raw data) from

Fig 3. Example of context generality in juvenile life stage A (0–0.5 year). Visualization of the context

generality between the Prey acceptance and Catch latency measured in the Feeding trials or Novel prey test,

respectively (Spearman’s correlation coefficient = -0.498, p = 0.005). Vertical axis represents rank of the

individual ordered according to a particular trait. Catch latency rank order was inverted, so that the lowest

Catch latency (i.e. the fastest animals) are in the upper right part of the figure. The lines represent the rank

stability/change for each snake in two different contexts. The numbers refer to identity of individual snakes (1–

30). Therefore, in the ideal situation where all animals are perfectly consistent, all slopes would be zero (e.g.

individual number 30). Snake number six has the third biggest proportion of successful feeding trials per block

(Prey acceptance) with the shortest Latency to catch the novel prey (the fastest foraging decision).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0177911.g003
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the Feeding trials (Prey acceptance and Index of catch latency) were negatively correlated

(Spearman’s coefficient = -0.488, p = 0.006). The second axis correlated with agonistic behav-

iours (Index of defensive behaviour and Occurrence of defensive behaviour). The latter two

variables (raw data) from different tests were positively correlated (Spearman’s coefficient,

r = 0.539, p = 0.002). For a visualization of individual ranks ordered according to these two

traits see Fig 5.

A reduced set of tests was also conducted for adults, in which the Reactivity and Novel prey

tests were not included. We calculated PCA analysis for this age as well. The extracted multi-

variate axes (for loadings see Table 3) correlated either with agonistic behaviours (PC1E, Index

of defensive behaviour and Occurrence of defensive behaviour), or behaviours connected to

the Feeding trials (PC2E, Prey acceptance and Index of catch latency). These two multivariate

axes were not fully comparable with the previous analyses and were used for depicting the

overall developmental effect only.

Structural consistency

Stability or development of correlational structure over time. As mentioned above, the

individual PC1, PC2, and PC3 (where applicable) scores computed for contextual generality in

each of the analysed life stages (A, C1, D, E) were further analysed. We then calculated Pearson’s

Fig 4. Example of context generality in subadults, life stage D (3–4 year). Visualization of the context

generality between the Prey acceptance and Catch latency measured in the Feeding trials or Novel prey test,

respectively (Spearman’s correlation coefficient = -0.094, p = 0.619). Vertical axis represents the rank of the

individual ordered according to a particular trait. Catch latency rank order was inverted, so that the lowest

Catch latency (i.e. the fastest animals) are in the upper right part of the figure. The lines represent the rank

stability/change for each snake in two different contexts. The numbers refer to identity of individual snakes (1–

30). Therefore, in the ideal situation where all animals are perfectly consistent, all slopes would be zero (e.g.

individual number 4). Snake number twenty-seven has the third biggest proportion of successful feeding trials

per block (Prey acceptance) with the shortest Latency to catch the novel prey (the fastest foraging decision).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0177911.g004
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r reflecting the similarity among axes: adults PC1E was highly correlated with sub adult’s PC2D

(Pearson’s r = -0.667, p< 0.0001). The second adult multivariate axis PC2E was correlated with

both sub adult’s multivariate axes (PC1D Pearson’s r = -0.498, p = 0.005; PC2D Pearson’s

r = 0.42, p = 0.02) and slightly with those for older juveniles (PC1C1 Pearson’s r = -0.427,

p = 0.019; PC2C1 Pearson’s r = 0.385, p = 0.036). The sub adult’s PC1D (mainly reflecting forag-

ing/feeding behavioural profile) was negatively correlated with the axes from the life stage C

(older juveniles) with a mixed behavioural profile (PC2C1 Pearson’s r = -0.476, p = 0.008;

PC3C1 Pearson’s r = -0,375, p = 0.041). Generally, the stages reflecting the change of a correla-

tional structure in this analysis were those generating uncorrelated or slightly correlated PC

scores (thus reflecting change), mainly juveniles and older juveniles (A and C1), see also Table 3.

Overall correlational structure of all tests and the additive role of particular life

stages. We used factor analysis to determine the three main groups of inter-correlated vari-

ables. The primary Factor 1 of overall analysis (16.3% of the total variation) was the best corre-

lated with Feeding trials, especially with quick hunting, which increased with age (Index of

catch latency, for juveniles (A) r = 0.44 (minimum), for subadults (D), r = 0.88). Also, the Fac-

tor 1 moderately correlated with quick hunting in Novel prey tests in all life stages (Catch

latency novel prey, for older juveniles (C2) r = 0.37; for subadults (D), r = 0.49) except of juve-

niles (A). However, the intensity of movement measured in the Reactivity test correlated nega-

tively with this factor, but only in subadults (D). So, the highly moving (escaping) subadult

Fig 5. Example of context generality in subadults, life stage D (3–4 year). Visualization of the context

generality between the Index of defensive behaviour and Occurrence of defensive behaviour measured in the

Handling test or Restraint test, respectively (Spearman’s correlation coefficient = 0.539, p = 0.002). Vertical

axis represents the rank of the individual ordered according to a particular trait. The lines represent the rank

stability/change for each snake in two different contexts. The numbers refer to identity of individual snakes (1–

30). Therefore, in the ideal situation where all animals are perfectly consistent, all slopes would be zero (e.g.

individuals number 1–6). Snake number one has the smallest Index of defensive behaviour as well as the

Occurrence of defensive behaviour.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0177911.g005
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animals were those who slowly attacked regular or novel prey (Movement, for subadults (D),

r = -0.66). One behaviour from the Open field test also reflected a similar trend in older juve-

niles (Time to leave the arena, the first trial, for older juveniles (C1), r = -0.41). Behaviours

associated with the first factor were inter-correlated across different tests and across different

life stages and showed the foraging/feeding behavioural profile, probably fully established in

subadults (D).

Factor 2 of overall analysis (10.3% of the total variation) was highly correlated with defen-

sive behaviours from the Handling test, reflecting low intensity of aggressive behaviour in the

juveniles (Index of defensive behaviour for juveniles (A), r = 0.44) and also in adults (E,

r = 0.33), which is surprising when compared with the high scores in subadults (D, r = 0.7).

The intensity of aggressive behaviour measured in the Restraint test is also high in subadults

(Occurrence of defensive behaviours in subadults (D), r = 0.4) and adults (E, F, r = 0.58). Sur-

prisingly, the highly aggressive juveniles also showed a higher frequency of tongue flicking

measured in the Reactivity test (for juveniles (A), r = 0.43). Results of the Stress response test

measured in adult snakes showed lower heart rates in the highly aggressive animals (Heart rate

stress response, for adults (E), r = -0.59), but also higher breath rates (Breath rate stress

response = 0.47). Behaviours associated with the second factor were highly inter-correlated

across different tests and across different life stages, showing agonistic behavioural profile,

which is probably present in juveniles and maintained to the adulthood.

Factor 3 of the overall analysis (8.4% of the total variation) was associated with behaviours

reflecting an exploration activity measured in the Open field test (Movement latency, for older

juveniles (C1), r = 0.0.58 (maximum), Time to leave the area of arena, r = 0.58 (maximum))

and Tongue flicking (r = -0.54 in subadults, D). These behaviours thus clearly represented the

activity-exploratory behavioural profile, but in the current dataset we have had a limited num-

ber of tests that would measure it. For more detailed results, see Table 4.

Here, we summarise how the behaviours from particular life stages contributed to each of

the factors derived from a factor analysis across all tests and life stages (see Table 4). In juve-

niles (A, B), the first factor of the overall analysis correlated only with the speed of hunting

measured in the Feeding trials (Index of catch latency, for life stage (A), r = 0.45). The other

variables from the Feeding trials or other behavioural tests were not significantly correlated

with this axis. The reason is that multivariate axis here represents the foraging/feeding beha-

vioural profile, which is established in latter stages of development. The second factor of over-

all analysis (agonistic behavioural profile) was in juveniles mainly correlated with Index of

defensive behaviour (r = -0.47). This factor correlated further not only with Movement (r =

-0.32), but also with the Tongue flicking (r = 0.43), both measured in the Reactivity test. Not

surprisingly, the Tongue flicking is typically correlated with exploratory behaviours in sub-

adult stage (see below and Table 4).

In older juveniles (C1, up to 1.5 year; C2, up to 2 years), we conducted the same tests as in

the previous stage, but with additional tests (e.g., Open field and Activity tests). The correla-

tional structure typical for this stage (see partial PCA analysis) became similar to overall

correlational structure calculated here across all the tests and life stages. Interestingly, one

behaviour measured in the Feeding trials contributed highly to the first factor (Prey accep-

tance, for older juveniles (C1), r = -0.51) in this stage, which we interpret as a foraging/feeding

behavioural profile. Interestingly, the correlation of the Index of defensive behaviour (Han-

dling test) increases loadings with the second factor (for older juveniles (C1), r = -0.57; (C2),

r = -0.59), which we interpret as an agonistic behavioural profile (see above for partial PCA

analysis, compare with Table 4)

In subadults (D up to 3 years, E up to 4 years) and adults (F more than 4 years), the overall

correlational structure was already stable and very similar to those revealed by a partial PCA
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Table 4. Factor analysis (FA) of the behavioural data.

Behavioural tests Variables Life stage Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3

Feeding trials Prey acceptance A 0.135 -0.086 0.483

B 0.105 0.065 0.256

C1 -0.506 0.184 0.294

C2 -0.292 0.218 0.316

D -0.383 0.387 -0.010

E -0.124 0.456 0.183

Index of catch latency A 0.448 0.144 -0.196

B 0.680 0.073 -0.069

C1 0.836 0.020 -0.128

C2 0.496 0.120 0.150

D 0.884 -0.119 0.092

E 0.760 -0.196 -0.126

Catch latency familiar 1 C1 0.792 -0.022 0.073

Catch latency familiar 2 C1 0.779 -0.059 0.029

Novel prey test Catch latency novel pup A -0.290 0.144 -0.228

Catch latency novel chicken C1 0.454 -0.210 -0.182

Catch latency novel chicken neck D 0.491 -0.012 0.365

Catch latency novel dead chicken D 0.450 -0.351 0.408

Catch latency novel spiny mouse D 0.387 -0.215 0.078

Catch latency novel dead spiny mouse C2 0.370 0.136 -0.180

Open field test Movement latency 1a C1 -0.177 0.090 0.302

Movement latency 1b C1 -0.245 0.192 0.579

Movement latency 2a C1 -0.032 0.075 0.566

Movement latency 2b C1 0.025 0.360 0.034

Time to leave the area of arena 1a C1 -0.406 -0.137 0.579

Time to leave the area of arena 1b C1 -0.246 0.338 0.491

Time to leave the area of arena 2a C1 -0.096 -0.036 0.481

Time to leave the area of arena 2b C1 -0.055 0.098 -0.156

Activity test home Percentage of movement familiar C2 0.313 0.197 -0.149

Activity test novel Percentage of movement novel C2 0.385 -0.236 0.267

Handling test Index of defensive behaviour A 0.196 0.439 0.056

B 0.093 0.500 0.389

C1 -0.002 0.402 0.420

C2 -0.064 0.579 0.286

D -0.150 0.704 0.042

E -0.268 0.328 -0.148

Reactivity test Movement A -0.126 -0.322 -0.210

C1 -0.366 0.118 -0.110

D -0.660 -0.082 -0.117

Tongue flicking A 0.108 0.429 0.285

C1 -0.214 0.029 -0.376

D -0.244 0.075 -0.538

Restraint test Occurrence of defensive behaviour A 0.024 0.086 0.127

C1 -0.077 0.008 0.151

D 0.065 0.395 0.222

E -0.241 0.496 -0.115

F -0.275 0.577 -0.167

(Continued)
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describing the correlation across contexts in particular life stages (see above for a partial PCA

analysis, compare with Table 4).

To identify the classification structure (depicting structural consistency) caused by different

variables measured in different tests across various life stages (A—E) and across all the tests

included, we performed a cluster analysis for each of the multivariate axes. The variables that

contributed mainly to the first (Factor 1), second (Factor 2), and third (Factor 3) factor in the

overall factor analysis (described above; see also Table 4) were inserted into three separate clus-

ter analyses (Figs 6–8). We tried to avoid the variables that were not repeatable or stable and

simultaneously without a detected developmental effect. We applied a Cluster Analysis to visu-

alize the correlation structure of our dataset across different life stages. The”1-Pearsons r” was

selected as metrics (distance measure) and Ward’s method as a clustering method for Cluster

Analysis.

Body weight as a proximate factor involving personality: Weight as a

proxy for overall correlational structure

We correlated the snakes’ body weight at birth and at four years of age with individual factor

scores for Factor 1, Factor 2, and Factor 3 extracted from the overall analysis across all the tests

and life stages in further analysis. Scores for Factor 1, representing the foraging/feeding beha-

vioural profile was not correlated either with the initial body weight of new-borns nor with the

weight at the age of four years (adults). The same was true for a correlation of both body

weights and scores for Factor 2, representing the agonistic behavioural profile. The body

weight at four years of age but not the one at birth was significantly correlated with individual

scores for Factor 3 (Pearson’s r = 0.54, p = 0.002), representing activity-exploratory beha-

vioural profile.

Discussion

In reptiles, a strong influence of proximate factors, such as genetics [84] or incubation temper-

ature [9, 65, 107] on the personality type may be expected. Proximate factors and/or selection

pressure acting early in development modulate behavioural traits that remain stable with

respect to both aspects of personality, i.e. differential and structural consistency, to the adult-

hood. It means that it is not only the particular behaviours, but also the relationship between

behavioural traits that remain consistent since the initial life stage. However, a significant dif-

ference between selection pressures on juveniles and adults can result in uncoupling the differ-

ent personality axes [37] to adapt a personality structure to the particular stage of life history.

This assumption is in concordance with models predicting that positive feedback stabilizes

Table 4. (Continued)

Behavioural tests Variables Life stage Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3

Stress response test Heart rate stress response 1 E 0.026 -0.591 0.076

Heart rate stress response 2 E 0.157 -0.540 0.041

Breath rate stress response 1 E 0.007 0.474 -0.108

Breath rate stress response 2 E 0.039 0.449 -0.313

Summary of the factor loadings from FA in particular life stages A (0–0.5 years), B (0.5–1 years), C1 (1–1.5 years), C2 (1.5–2 years), D (2–3 years), E (3–4

years) and F (>4 years). Factor 1–3 are factor loadings from FA using the principal axis method, varimax rotation. Bold typeface indicates the factor loadings

higher than 0.3, italic typeface indicates the variables that were not statistically repeatable.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0177911.t004
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initial differences in some states (size, energy reserves, condition) and may result in differences

in personality, e.g. boldness in foraging context [108, 109]. If the animal changes in some of

these states during its development, we can expect personality changes as well.

Is there an ontogenetic change in coupling of personality traits,

implicating different selection pressures in juveniles and adults?

We found an ontogenetic change in feeding/foraging personality as well as agonistic behav-

iour. Generally, agonistic behaviour and feeding/foraging personality in juveniles were loading

on separate axes, and therefore clearly differentiated. During remodelling of personality in

subadults, these two behaviours loaded on the same axes. Interestingly, PCA results from the

later life stages suggest that these two behaviours form separate axes in adulthood again and

the structure is very similar to juvenile personality. Changes in behavioural structure have also

been found in zebra finches (Taeniopygia guttata [44]). A study conducted on nine-spined

sticklebacks (Pungitius pungitius) focusing on feeding personality found a decrease in feeding

activity during ontogeny, which could have been caused by a selection pressure on fast growth

in early development. In an environment with a predation threat, the fish needed to grow

faster to avoid predation [110]. Similarly, squids in a feeding context were bolder when juve-

niles. However, there was an opposite boldness trend in a simulated threat context, i.e. the

juveniles were shyer than adults, which points to a similar selection pressure driving the fast

growth in both studied species [41, 110]. Our study found principally the same pattern of

Fig 6. Cluster analysis of variables contributing to Factor 1 (depicting the development of feeding

personality). Visualization of the correlation structure by Cluster analysis (1-Pearsons r was selected as

metrics and Ward’s method for clustering). The variables that contributed mainly to the first factor in the

overall factor analysis were inserted (Index of catch latency). The difference between two parts of life in the

feeding context (development over the ontogeny) are clearly visible. The first two life stages (A and B) are

clustering together, while the next stages (C1, C2, D and E) comprise the other cluster.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0177911.g006
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personality change as was found in squids. In the Northern common boa, boldness in a feeding

context and a reaction to a simulated predator threat do not correlate. We found a period of

personality restructuring during maturation, as was shown in squids [41]. However, this is not

always the case, as some studies document an unchanged structure of behavioural syndrome

across ontogeny [35, 40, 45].

The feeding personality is formed mainly by two inter-correlated traits, which are subject to

ontogenetic changes. Generally, the speed of hunting positively correlates with subsequent

acceptance of familiar prey across the whole ontogeny. In juveniles, it also correlates with

acceptance of novel prey. It means that individuals, who immediately decide to catch the prey,

are also more willing to accept the offered prey. The process of digestion is very specific in

boid snakes. The acceptance of unknown prey is even more risky than acceptance of familiar

prey and thus possesses an aspect of boldness. Interestingly, Herzog and Burghardt [76] also

found a correlation between latency to move in a novel situation and striking behaviour in one

of the three tested species of Garter snakes (T. sirtalis). In Garter snakes, the speed of decision

(e.g. to start moving) and boldness proved to be important and inter-correlated aspects of

snake personality. Therefore, some behaviours reflecting boldness in a novel situation and an

immediate foraging decision are probably prominent features of snake personality.

The agonistic behaviour forms a second complex of traits. We measured agonistic behav-

iour in differently designed tests simulating a predator attack with different levels of threat. In

juveniles and adults, we found a positive correlation between defensive behaviour regularly

Fig 7. Cluster analysis of variables contributing to Factor 2 (depicting the development of agonistic

variables). Visualization of the correlation structure by Cluster analysis (1-Pearsons r was selected as

metrics and Ward’s method for clustering). The variables that contributed mainly to the second factor in the

overall factor analysis were inserted (most of the variables from the agonistic context and some from the

context of exploration). Notice the clustering of agonistic variables from the first life stages (A, B, C1 and C2)

delimiting from the second cluster of agonistic variables (the life stages D and E). Such pattern indicates

development of this behaviour over the ontogeny.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0177911.g007
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measured in the Handling and the Restraint tests. However, we did not detect any coupling of

these traits in subadults when the correlations between traits diminished or changed substan-

tially. We found that behaviour intensity in the Reactivity test (when the snake was poked with

a rounded tip stick) does not correlate with the other two tests of agonistic behaviour. More-

over, the function of behavioural traits measured in this test changes after the juvenile life

stage. Occurrence of movement and tongue flicking in juveniles has negative associations,

meaning that the animal is probably either inactive or trying to assess the threatening situation,

using olfactory exploration. In subadults, movement occurrence is associated with catch laten-

cies from the feeding trials. Subadults with low speed of hunting are less active in the Reactivity

test, therefore the activity/inactivity mode in this test is influenced by the decision speed.

The third source of variability concerns the exploration context, where adults were more

active during the activity tests as well as during the exploration ones, sometimes associated

also with olfactory and chemical exploration (tongue flicking). However, as we conducted

majority of these tests at one life stage, and with a limited number of tests and repetitions, this

behavioural type is not significant in our dataset, but needs more precise testing in the future.

Interestingly, Chiszar and his colleagues [94] found that there were two contexts in which

Plains garter snakes (Thamnophis radix) usually increased the frequency of tongue flicking, i.e.

typically immediately after handling, when placed in a new arena or presented with new

objects [94]. In our Northern common boas, we observed the same pattern of change in tongue

flicking frequency. This suggests that tongue flicking in snakes is a part of both the antipreda-

tor (in juveniles) and exploratory behaviour (in adults).

Fig 8. Cluster analysis depicting mixture of variables contributing to the Factor 3. Visualization of the

correlation structure by Cluster analysis (1-Pearsons r was selected as metrics and Ward’s method for

clustering). The variables that contributed mainly to the third factor in the overall factor analysis were inserted

(most of the variables from the context of exploration and some of the agonistic and feeding contexts). Notice

the mixture of variables contributing to Factor 3.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0177911.g008
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Is personality in the Northern common boa analogous to personality

types found in other taxa?

We found that the speed of decision-making constitutes one part of the behavioural syndrome

in boas and influences the activity in a simulated threat situation (Reactivity test), as well as

feeding personality (especially the speed of hunting). It would be tempting to use the existing

terminology of personality studies and call this behavioural syndrome fast vs slow snakes. The

fast/slow personality type was found in multiple species (Parus major [111]; Corvus corax
[112]; Carduelis chloris [113]; Tamias striatus [114]; Amatitlania nigrofasciata [115]). It was

often associated, similarly to our results, with aggression [116] and boldness [117]. However,

the fast/slow personality type is based on exploratory behaviour, e.g. in great tits (Parus major
[111]), where birds with the fast personality type explored the novel environment quickly, but

superficially, while the “slow” birds explored more thoroughly, but slowly. In our study, the

exploratory behaviour did not correlate with the speed of decision-making. Thus, using the

term “fast” and “slow” personality type for boas would be slightly misleading.

Another part of the behavioural syndrome in boas is constituted of agonistic behaviour in

the Handling test and the Restraint tests and their heart and breath rate response in the Stress

response test. The individual variability in reaction to a stressful situation was described in

rodents as a “coping style”, where the passive, non-aggressive animals were called “reactive”

and the more aggressive animals actively avoiding the stressor were labelled as “proactive”

[118]. This behavioural syndrome is also associated with behavioural flexibility and physiologi-

cal parameters [119]. We observed some aspects of this behavioural syndrome in our subjects,

but we found no association with behavioural flexibility (reaction to novel stimuli) in novel

prey tests.

Does the slow life-style influence personality traits?

We found that the growth rate (expressed as the body weight at four years of age) significantly

correlates with individual scores for activity-exploratory behaviour, but not with feeding and

agonistic behavioural profile. It suggests that performance tests concerning activity and explo-

ration are still appropriate as in other species of reptiles [24, 32, 74] although boid snakes are

sit-and-wait predators [80]. We also found a close relationship between the heart and breath

rate (representing a resting and stressful indicator of metabolism) and agonistic behaviour

across life-stages (see Fig 7). The physiological stress response in the Northern common boa

revealed an increased heart rate, but a counterintuitive breath rate decrease in an antipredatory

context (see Table 4). The breath rate is usually increased under stressful situations [120–123],

nevertheless snake physiology is quite specific in regards to oxygen consumption. Snakes are

able to sustain quite a long time without oxygen due to their specific prey intake [124]. Never-

theless, a large heart rate stress response is not connected with peaceful, more reactive person-

ality (e.g. in Handling test).

Are personality traits in snakes individually consistent across

development?

Our proposed hypothesis states that if the selection pressures in juveniles and adults differ,

the level of consistency during development will differ as well. We examined the effect of

development on behaviour in different contexts (feeding, agonistic etc.) and repeatability

across all life stages. We expected the variables best reflecting stable personality without devel-

opment to be repeatable and have good concordance, but to not change during ontogeny. In

our data, we found no variable matching these predictions. Despite the fact that some variables
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are affected by development, they should still show good concordance and repeatability to be

considered as a personality trait. Stamps and Krishnan [125] postulate that personality traits

measured in later life stages should be more consistent, which might cause worse repeatability

in variables measured continuously from the first year of life.

In the feeding context, the proportion of accepted prey and speed of hunting were both sig-

nificantly different in juveniles. However, their repeatability and concordance were significant

across development. We can expect a consistent selection pressure during development result-

ing in changes of the mean level of behaviour in late juvenile/ early subadult life stages. We

found a slight improvement in consistency of the hunting speed during development of feed-

ing personality, but a decrease in consistency of prey acceptance. The boldness in the novel

prey context did not show significant repeatability, but all the variables had significant concor-

dance. This suggests that there is some development of boldness, resulting in a change of the

mean level of the variables, but not in the animals’ rank order.

The Capture success of novel prey changes during development and has good concordance,

but is not repeatable. We explain this pattern by this behavioural trait’s complicated develop-

ment, which is not stable, but the animals rank order tend to be consistent. The type of prey

(live or dead) can also influence the consistency, as well as novelty of the prey for the snakes.

The novel prey tests should be designed more carefully in the future with respect to the novel

prey category, e.g. to separate live and dead prey items. It was demonstrated that juvenile west-

ern yellow-bellied racers (Coluber constrictor mormon) as well accepted only 60% of offered

dead prey items with some individuals that refused to accept the dead prey completely. Other

snakes needed much longer to catch the dead prey compared to a live one [90]. Therefore, we

can assume that the overall mean boldness is different in the adult life stage, but the individual

relative rank order remains unchanged throughout development. This makes the levels of

boldness a candidate personality trait after a careful consideration of its dynamic.

The mean level of agonistic behaviour in any of the tests did not change across develop-

ment. Defensive behaviour in the Restraint test showed poor concordance and non-significant

repeatability, which suggests that the snakes behaved randomly. It should be due to a small

number of test repetitions, because one measurement of one/ zero activity expressed by a

snake here (defensive or calm response) is influenced by many internal as well as external fac-

tors. This test was administered also in very long inter-test intervals (months) that lowered

repeatability of personality traits [38, 39].

Originally, the occurrence of Movement (measured in the Reactivity test) had no significant

concordance, nor repeatability. According to predictions of Stamps and Krishnan [125], beha-

vioural consistency should improve during the development. This prediction is valid for the

occurrence of Movement in the Reactivity test. When we calculated the Kendall’s coefficient of

concordance only for subadults and adults, the coefficient of concordance improved greatly

and was significant. It suggests a change of this behaviour after the first year of life, which

might cause the overall poor repeatability, but is not systematic enough to make a significant

life stage effect. We explain this by consistent inter-individual differences stabilizing after the

first year of life.

In the Tongue flicking (measured in the Reactivity test) we found no developmental change,

and poor concordance, but good repeatability. From our experience, we know that most of the

individuals are highly consistent, but a couple of them behave inconsistently. These few incon-

sistent individuals might have caused the poor concordance without influencing the overall

repeatability. The same explanation can be applied to the Index of defensive behaviour (mea-

sured in the Handling test). In colubrid snakes from the genus Thamnophis, good repeatability

of strike scores (the ordinal variable combining the intensity of defensive reaction, body pos-

ture, and the number of strikes) was found in tests simulating a predatory attack. Repeatability
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between tests conducted in two consecutive days [76] was for juveniles of T. melanogaster
(r = 0.64), for T. sirtalis (r = 0.56), for T. butleri (r = 0.76), and for adult T. melanogaster females

(r = 0.84). Our repeatability was lower (r = 0.39), but still significant. This difference might

have been caused by different methods or inter-specific differences.

Although the structure of behaviour in the tests of agonistic behaviour changes, repeatabil-

ity of defensive behaviour in the Handling test is significant, as well as repeatability of Tongue

flicking in the Reactivity test. Movement in the Reactivity test is also affected by the structural

change, however after the first year of life it has a good concordance. Overall, the effect of

development on agonistic behaviour is smaller than the effect on feeding personality.

The exploratory behaviour in the open field was measured only in one life stage (C),

but within the life stage it had good repeatability and rather good concordance. The time

to leave the arena is a better candidate for a personality trait as it has better concordance

than Movement latency. The effect of development of this personality trait requires more

testing.

Our data on repeatability generally support the hypothesis proposed by Bell and her col-

leagues [2] that differences between traits involving temporal consistency (e.g. differential

consistency) arises from differences in their underlying ecological importance. In our data,

the best repeatability was found in variables measured in tests designed to cover foraging and

feeding contexts and some variables measuring an individual defensive response during

handling.

Does the personality remain stable during development? How do

proximate and ultimate factors influence establishment of personality?

We discovered a correlation between principally different personality tests mainly in the forag-

ing and antipredatory context, which suggests the existence of foraging/feeding and agonistic

personality. As most of the personality tests were performed throughout ontogeny from birth

to sexual maturity we detected the influence of development on structural and differential con-

sistency of personality.

If we also look at the stability of behavioural profiles over time (context generality), those

concerning aspects of feeding and defensive behaviour are both presented in juveniles as well

as adults. However, both of them restructure during the subadult life stage. For juveniles, the

set of traits forming the complex defensive response is important, while in subadults and adults

the features associated with foraging and feeding behaviours are those shaping the snake’s per-

sonality. However, the mean level of variables reflecting feeding personality also changes with

development. The juveniles are always different from adults and, in many aspects also from

subadults. Therefore, we conclude that the feeding personality changes after the juvenile life

stage and remains mostly consistent throughout the rest of the development.

The developmental change in agonistic behaviour is structural, but does not affect the mean

level of behaviour. There might be slightly different selection pressures in juvenile and adult

life stages, especially on behaviour in a low-level threat situation, however these two life stages

are mostly similar in the personality structure. There is a period of structural change of person-

ality during the second year of life. In this life stage (subadult) the snakes are not so vulnerable

to predators and it is possible that they change their perception as to what constitutes a threat

for them. Apart from body growth, they also start investing in sexual maturation, which may

cause the change in personality structure. However, to answer this question a more detailed

study of life history traits during personality remodelling is needed.

The changes of personality during the subadult life stage is supported by some empirical

studies ([41, 126, 127] but see [77]), but does not correspond with any theoretical model.
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In regards to proximate factors affecting personality of the Northern common boa, they are

probably associated with the agonistic behavioural profile. Although we measured them as

physiological parameters (heart and breath rate stress response) in adults only, they even clus-

ter with variables concerning the agonistic behavioural profile across most of the life stages.

Individuals with a high score of Prey acceptance are characterized by fast decision-making, are

more aggressive (often bites when disturbed) and in terms of physiological parameters are

more prone to be stressed (high heart rate and low breath rate). Because the stress response

measured in adult age is associated with behaviour in juvenile life-stage (see Fig 7), it should

be considered not only as a marker, but also as a proximate factor, influencing the develop-

ment of personality in snakes. The complicated role of stress in snake personality should be

subjected to further experiments. Moreover, we found no relationship between juvenile/adult

body size and personality concerning the feeding/foraging and agonistic behavioural profile.

Thus, we propose to explore another concept of proximate factors influencing the establish-

ment of personality in boas concerning the body size. It is the body growth with a detail

examination of growth increments across ontogeny (especially during the period of sexual

maturation and following growth attenuation) which could bring a new insight into the per-

sonality development in snakes.
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